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You threE
look
really fit
for your
age.

that’s ’cause
we make PM
our number one
priority!

For details on
preserving M113s,
see Pages 4-8.

Well, buddy, you’re
in luck! it’s time for
your monthly PMCS…
…and I just found
your TM!

waitaminit! That TM’s so old
its number is in Roman numerals!
When was the lAST time you GoT
these TmS upDated?

writers go to the field several times each year to talk to Soldiers first-hand about
what kind of equipment and maintenance problems they’re experiencing.
Two problems that surface nearly every trip are that many motor pools, arms rooms,
CBRN rooms and other maintenance shops aren’t stocking current TMs and that the -10
TMs aren’t going to the field with Soldiers.
Ignoring the importance of TMs dooms your equipment to failure. TMs are written
by the equipment experts to guide you through PMCS, troubleshooting, repairs, and
ordering parts. If you don’t have the most current TMs, you are missing out on changes
to procedures and NSNs, changes that could be critical. And if the TMs never leave
the motor pool, they do no good to the Soldier in the field who actually operates the
equipment. He must try to remember what he learned in school years ago, instead of
being able to flip open the -10 TM to do troubleshooting.
Worried about TMs not making it back to the motor pool? Don’t be. Your pubs clerk
can order replacements for free.
Not sure what TMs you need or if your TMs are current? LOGSA’s Publications
Tailored Index Listing (PTIL) can give you a complete list of the pubs you need for
your equipment and the current edition of each pub. Contact them at DSN 645-8586,
(256) 955-8586, or email: usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.eopdb@mail.mil Be sure to
include your UIC and the levels of maintenance you are authorized to perform.
The LOGSA ETM site gives the latest version of almost all TMs. Go to:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home
Make sure your TMs are up-to-date and that they reach the people who need them.
Those are crucial steps to equipment readiness and mission success.
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• Need a Ground

Hop Kit?

• Good PM Keeps

Carriers Rolling
Along!
• Don’t Push M242
Indicator Rod!
• Keep RWS
Lenses Capped!

PS 778
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M88A1 Recovery Vehicle…

You ever find
that ground
hop kit NSN?

Nope! Maybe
Half-Mast can
help out.

Dear Half-Mast,
Can you help me out with the NSN for the M88A1 recovery vehicle’s ground
hop kit? Also, I need the transmission caps to use when ground-hopping.
								SGT C.D.H.
NO PROBLEM, SERGEANT!
THERE isn’t a single NSN for
the ground hop kit.

PS 778

You’ll have to
order the kit
by its individual
components

You’ll find these items
listed in Fig 463 of
TM 9-2350-256-13&P in
IETM EM 0355 (May 15):

Component

NSN

Qty

Accessories cable assembly
Generator cable assembly
Starter cable assembly
Ground cable assembly
Engine primer (purge pump)
hose assembly
Main and return fuel line
hose assembly
Ground hop air filtration kit
Transmission caps

6150-00-615-8737
2920-00-614-7203
6150-00-614-7543
6150-00-674-8738

1
1
1
1

4720-01-044-8393

1

4720-01-041-3375

2

2815-01-334-3270
2590-00-330-8642

1
1
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Oil Check

M113-Series FOV...

Good PM Keeps Carriers
Rolling Along!

Engine and
transmission
oil is the
lifeblood
of any
vehicle, and
the M113 is no
exception.

Boy, these
M113s are
great but…

But you
might be
confused
about how
to best
check the
oil levels.

The reading you get is
based on whether you do
a hot or cold check.

The PMCS charts in
the -10 TMs say to do
an after-operation hot
check. while the lube
orders (LO) say to do
a before-operation cold
check, or both a hot
and cold check.

The right thing is to
do both checks.

Hot and cold checks
give different readings

…they sure
do need a lot
of preventive
maintenance.

Well, my dad
drove an M113
when he was in
the Army and
he’s OLD!

The cold check makes sure you
have enough oil to operate the
vehicle without causing damage.

The reading won’t be completely accurate,
but it does keep you from driving the
carrier if it’s dangerously low on oil.
The oil level should be at or just above the
dipstick’s F (full) mark for a cold check.
if the level is below the L (low) mark,
get your mechanic to check for leaks.
if it’s very far above the F mark, he may
need to drain some oil.

Would you believe the
M113 has been around
almost as long as me?

it’s still a reliable
workhorse, but only
if you take good
care of it.

Here’s how you can
keep your M113-series
carrier combat ready
at all times!

The hot
check is
the most
accurate
and the
one the
dipstick
was
designed
for.

To check the engine oil, shut the engine
down after it reaches operating
temperature. Check the oil level after
waiting 3-5 minutes.
You’ll need to check the transmission
oil level while the engine is running at
operating temperature (160-230°F).

You should
get readings
between the
L and f marks.

PS 778
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if either
oil level is
below the L or
above the F,
let your
mechanic know
right away.
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Fuel Cap PM
Dirt, sand and other contaminants can sideline
your carrier if you’re not diligent about PM on
every component of the fuel system, including
the fuel cap, NSN 5342-01-083-5674.
if you don’t clean the screen
cap and rubber vent grommet
on top of the fuel cap, the
cap gets plugged with dirt,
creating a vacuum and causing
fuel flow problems.
So be sure to clean the
cap and grommet every six
months—more often in dusty
or sandy environments.

Pull out the fuel strainer inside
the filler neck before screwing
the fuel cap back into place.
if the strainer is clogged with
sediment, clean it with solvent
and inspect the strainer for
cuts or tears. if you find
damage, replace the strainer
using NSN 4730-00-701-3921.

Ramp Reservoir
Remove
screen
cap

Not only do you need to
check your M113’s ramp hydraulic
reservoir fluid every day…

Grip the tang in the center
of the fuel cap with a pair of
pliers and pull the screen out.

2

Take a close look at the
grommet in the fuel cap.
If it’s damaged, replace
the entire fuel cap.

3
Then check
underneath the
bottom of the
fuel cap.

Clean the screen cap with
dry cleaning solvent.

Dirt and sand can collect
around the filler neck,
keeping the cap from
screwing on properly.

That can bend the metal lip
inside the fuel tank opening,
which can damage the gasket on
the underside of the fuel cap.

Brush away
any dirt or
sand first
before
opening the
fuel cap.
And then
make sure
the filler
neck area
is clean
before
closing the
fuel cap.

778 06-07.indd All Pages

…you need
to check it the
right way.

Always park the
vehicle on level
ground before
checking the
fluid. if you park
it on an incline,
the sight glass
reading might
make it appear
there’s either
too much or too
little hydraulic
fluid in the
reservoir.

Here’s how to inspect and
clean the cap and grommet:

1

Check strainer for damage
after cleaning

Fluid should be halfway in glass

if you adjust the
level based on a
faulty reading,
you could end up
with too much or
too little
hydraulic fluid.

Too much
means a big mess
with FRH leaking
out of the
hydraulic system
tank breather.

Too little
could make your
ramp act funny
or stop working
altogether.

PS 778

Don’t forget that the ramp
has to be all the way down
when you check the fluid!
Follow the ramp
lowering instructions in
the -10 TM. if you read
the reservoir sight
glass while the ramp
is closed or partially
open, the reservoir will
appear to have too
little hydraulic fluid.

Check out the lubrication table on
Card 21 of LO 9-2350-261-12 (Jul 90,
w/Ch 4, Jul 97) for the M113A2 and
Card 19 and 20 of LO 9-2350-57 7-13
(May 12, w/Ch 1, Sep 13) for the M113A3.
They have more information about
keeping the hydraulic system up and
running in all conditions.
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M113A3 Steering Bearing
The steering on the M113A3 gets stiff and
hard to turn without regular lube.
There are
three lube
points for
the steering
control
bearings.

Without lube, steering linkage can stiffen

Most crewmen
remember
the two on
the steering
shaft.
But the third
one, located
in the engine
compartment,
is often
missed.
Lube all three fittings with GAA semiannually or
every 1,500 miles, whichever comes first.
time to lube
my steering
fittings again!

fording the vehicle. if they’re wet, give the
Also, orsteering
control bearings another lubing.
be sure to check the fittings after washing

The M113 has served Soldiers well for
many years. Good preventive maintenance
will keep them running for many more!

PS 778
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M2/M3-Series Bradley…

B radley crewmen used to check the recoil

Don’t push M242

fluid level for the M242 automatic gun by
pushing in the indicator rod.
Don’t do that!
All the recoil mechanisms have been
replaced. If you push in the indicator rod
on the new recoils, it can damage the recoil
and lead to leaks.
To check the recoil fluid levels, repairmen
should follow the procedure in WP 0049-00
in TM 9-1005-200-23&P (Jun 01).

Indicator rod!

I appreciate all your PMCS,
but please keep your hands oFF
mY recoil indicator rod.

Never push in
indicator rod

if YoU
push it in,
it mAy not
come BACk
oUt!

Stryker…

Keep
RWS Lenses
Capped!

Dear Editor,
Stryker units need to remember the importance
of keeping the lenses for the remote weapon
station (RWS) capped when they’re not firing.
If the lenses are facing the sun without caps,
the lenses can be burned out. That’s a very
expensive fix.
Of course, a big problem is that the caps
disappear and nobody bothers to order more.
Don’t make that mistake. Order replacements with
these NSNs:

• thermal imaging module (TIM), NSN 5895-01-573-6699
• visual imaging module (VIM), NSN 6760-25-150-4631

These caps aren’t cheap. The TIM cap runs close
to $600 and the VIM cap almost $150. So keep
track of them.
Until the caps come, use the RWS cover, NSN
2590-25-150-4724, to protect the lenses and the
entire RWS. Use the cover any time the Stryker
will sit for long periods.
thE Sun is BLinDing
me! Where are mY
lenS cAPs?

PS 778

CPT David Anderson
Ft Carson, CO
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Editor’s note: A tip of
the cap to you, Captain.
Use those caps!
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we’ve got
some great
info for
you!

• Need a New Serpentine Belt?
• M1097R1 HMMWV Protective

Control Box

• A Cure for the Bracket Cracker
• Need SECM Help?
• Look for Leaks on A/C

Compressor

PS 778
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HMMWVs…

Need a New Serpentine Belt?

Mechanics,
keep these
NSNs in
mind…

…when it’s time to change
the serpentine belt on
HMMWVs with a 200- or 210amp alternator…

HMMWV Model
A2-Series M1113/M1114
(SN 196900 and below)
A2-Series M1113/M1114, M1151A1,
M1152A1, M1165A1 & M1167
(SN 196901 and above)

NSN 303001-466-9476
01-488-5606

Note that M998s use only V-belts.
There is no authorized MWO that
changes that vehicle’s configuration
to a serpentine belt.

M1097R1 HMMWV Protective Control Box
Order a new protective control box for your M1097R1 HMMWV with NSN 6110-01-5427901. NSN 6110-01-470-1931, which is shown as Item 6 in Fig 59 of TM 9-2320-280-13&P in
IETM EM 0338 (Jan 14), is a terminal item.

PS 778
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M1151, M1151A1, M1151A1W/B1, M1167 HMMWVs…

C RA CK !

ouch!

Uh-oh!

Prevent this problem by reviewing and practicing the opening and closing
procedures for the cargo shell hatch. They’re found in WP 0043 of TM 9-2320387-10 (Sep 12) and in TM 9-2320-387-13&P (IETM EM 0323, Apr 14) under
Operation Under Usual Conditions, Cargo Shell Door Operation (M1114, M1151,
M1151A1, M1167).
Some units have tried welding the brackets as a quick fix, but that’s not an
authorized repair. TACOM has approved a much stronger bracket that fits the
same and holds up better than the original bracket.
Get the new left-hand bracket with NSN 2590-01-574-8770 and the new righthand bracket with NSN 2590-01-574-8782.
Installation instructions are available on AKO:
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/doc/23922086

You said it!
There went my
cargo hatch
brackets.

That

didn’t
sound
good.

Got a
question
about your
unit’s shop
equipment
contact
maintenance
(SECM)
truck?

Dear Half-Mast,
I’m looking for some guidance on the cargo hatch hinge brackets for
HMMWVs. One of the units we support is reporting a lot of cracked bracket
welds. Should these brackets be re-welded? Or is there a stronger bracket?
SSG S.P.D.

Dear Sergeant,
Good question. Cracked
bracket welds can make
your vehicle NMC if you’re
hauling equipment in the
cargo area, so it’s a problem
that needs to be fixed.
One reason for the failure
is when the hatch is opened
from the rear position
before the forward latch
is completely closed to the
second detent. When that
happens, the added leverage
can result in a cracked or
failed bracket.

Partially
latched

Pin

Army Enterprise Systems Integration Program (AESIP).
This is a new SKO site for current supply catalogs
and component lists:
https://www.aesip.army.mil/irj/portal

Latch mount

Make sure pin is fully latched and lever is flush
with latch mount when closing cargo shell hatch

Sets, Kits and Outfits Online
(historical supply catalogs only):
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/

Fully
latched

Click on App Warehouse and search for SKO.

Lever
Latch mount

SECM Knowledge Page:
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/folder/17073357
SKOT Group webpage for
tool replacement and warranty info:
https://tools.army.mil

Lever

Pin

778 12-13.indd All Pages

Here’s a list of
websites you’ll want
to keep handy…

hoT DoG! I’m
ON the weB!

PS 778

Questions? Send an email to:
usarmy.detroit.tacom.mbx.ilsc-skot-group-actions@
mail.mil
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FMTVs…

leaks
Whaddaya expect?
You haven’t checked
my A/C compressor
for weeks!

Whew! it’s
really hot
today. What’s
up with your air
conditioning?

operators, during weekly

PMCS, you need to do an air
conditioning leak check on
your FMTVA1P2, HIMARS and
LVAD trucks.

Specifically, look for coolant leaks coming
from the A/C’s compressor shaft seal.
To see if there’s a leak, start the vehicle
and set the A/C controls like this:

1. Turn the fan switch to HIGH.
2. Set the heat control switch to COLD.
3. Turn the fresh air/recirculation switch
to either position.
4. Turn the vent/defrost control switch
to either position.
5. Turn the A/C switch to the ON position
and let all the vehicle’s systems run
for at least five minutes.

NOTE: if the ambient
temperature is below 65°F,
turn the heat control
switch to HOT and the fresh
air/recirculation switch
to recirculation. Keep the
cab doors closed and wait
while the cab warms to 65°F.
Then turn the A/C switch to
the ON position.
You’ll want to look for
coolant leaks in and around
the compressor shaft seal. if
you spot any, report them
to your mechanic.

PS 778

Look for compressor leaks here
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• Watch Where

You Step!

• Grease Fitting

a Tall Order

N
O
I
T
C
U
R
T
S
N
CO
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MK III VMMD Husky…

Time to
get to
work!
Make sure
you climb in
the right way.
Those puppies
could do
me a lot of
damage!

Behind the Cab
The platform
steps behind
the cab are the
ones to use
when entering
or leaving the
cab. Those
steps have a
roughened
surface
so your boots
won’t slip.

Use
platform
steps to
reach cab

Don’t use the
platform rails
to move around
and about the
cab. You’ll slip
off!

Detection Panel CAUTION

When working around the Husky,
pay special attention to the CAUTION
plates on the vehicle’s detection heads.

Pay attention to caution plates
on vehicle’s detection heads

CAUTION

DO NOT STEP ON
DETECTION HEADS

operators, ple

follow these sim
n
reminders whe
d
an
to
in
ng
climbi
out of your
Husky’s cab.

Cab Ledge Steps

Easy does it when climbing
up to the vehicle’s cab. Place
your feet on the window ledges
only when lowering yourself
into the cab.
And keep your feet away from
the operator switch panel on the
left and the detector panel on the
right. A misplaced foot will bust
the switches. Not only is that a
costly replacement, but a busted
switch means your Husky can’t
do its job during landmine and
IED detection operations.

PS 778
778 16-17.indd All Pages

The plates are there for a good
reason: to keep you from stepping on
the detection heads! Your weight will
break the heads, bringing mine detection
operations to a screeching halt!
Well,
how’d I
do?

Place feet
on window
ledges...
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Great! When you put
‘em in the right places,
even your big feet
can’t do me harm!

...to avoid
breaking
expensive
switches!

SEP 17
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Grease
Fitting
a Tall
Order

HMEE-1…
Sure, I’m taller
than you. But
we’re stiLl gonna
need a ladder to
reach that lube
fitting!

It’s a
fact: Nine out

ten operators will
probably miss at
least one of the 19
grease fittings on
the HMEE-1’s
backhoe!
That’s because the
fitting is located
about three feet
above your
head when the
backhoe’s in the
elbow position.
That makes it
easy to miss.

On the
rear of the
backhoe
is a small
opening
that’s
there
for one
reason:
to give you
access to
the grease
fitting
most often
missed!

PS 778

You’ll find the fitting listed as
#19 in Fig 9 of the lubrication
instructions from TM 5-2420-23213&P in IETM EM 0330 (Feb 13).
Lube it daily with GAA.
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• Be Safe With Rescue Baskets
• TM Updates Coming for External

Rescue Hoist!

• Protect AGPU with Cocoon Cover
• Get Some Aircraft Sun Shades

PS 778
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MEDEVAC…

Be Safe With
Rescue Baskets

diDja heAr
aBout the
incidENt with
the Rescue
BasKet?

yEah,
bad News!

The issue is the small cable that’s
used to connect the two lifting
eyes. it’s there to keep both lifting
eyes close together so they can be
easily joined by the rescue hook.

the problem was USEr
ErRor. They didn’t coNnect
the HoOk to bOth lifting
Eyes on the bAsket.

dO YoU think
there’s a
problem with
our rescue
BAskeT?

Small cable is
there only to
keep lifting
eyes together

THAT’s the RiGHT
way to reSCue
pERSonNel!

it’s vital that all MEDEVAC personnel
know that the lifting hook must be
connected to both lifting eyes on
the rescue basket.
To avoid accidents like this,
disconnect one end of the small
cable and connect both lifting eyes
together with a locking carabiner.
The carabiner serves the same
function as the small cable—keeping
the lifting eyes close together…

The MEDEVAC
headshed has
learned of a
potential safety
issue with rescue
baskets, PNs 495
and 499-B.

The safety
issue is not the
result of a
manufacturer’s
defect, but a
potential user
error.

in the incident,
the operator
attached the
lifting hook
only to the
top lifting eye.
When the basket
was lifted, the
small cable,
which is not
rated to hold a
load, held just
long enough
for the basket
to get high in
the air.
The cable
snapped and
the occupant
was dumped out
and fell to his
death.

…while reminding the hoist operator
to connect both lifting eyes on the
rescue basket with the lifting hook.
Make sure to remove the carabiner
before attaching the hook to both
lifting eyes.

A recent fatality
occurred in another
country that uses
the same rescue
basket as MEDEVAC.

Missing one small
step can have deadly
consequences.

PS 778
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if you’re unsure
about a procedure,
ask your flight
instructor for help.

7/24/17 9:46 AM

UH/HH-60 Series…

You might be wondering why the

B-E manual is for reference only.
While it’s true that only the TM
should be used for maintenance,
the B-E manual is useful because:

• it contains good information
Changes for
this Hoist are
NOW available
in Revision D.
You Can Find
Them On the
JtDI website.

Some of
the changes
wiLl make
it into the
TM, toO.
So KeEp a
LoOkout.

•
•

•

perators, if your h-60 aircraft
has the Breeze-Eastern (B-E)
external rescue hoist installed,
make a note that Revision D of
the manufacturer’s operation and
maintenance manual
(TD-01-006) is now available.
Get it on the JTDI website:

remember
that the B-E
manual is for
reference
only and not
intended for
performing
maintenance on
the hoist.

https://www.jtdi.mil
You can also find the revision on
the (B-E) website, but you’ll need to
register for access:

Hoist info
is included in

TMs 1-1520-23 7-

https://portal.breeze-eastern.com

23 and 1-1520280-23.

Relevant changes will appear in
future updates to TM 1-1520-237-23
and -280-23.

PS 778
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about hoist cables in general
and explains cable design,
complexity and the factors
that affect cable life.
it clarifies approved
TM procedures using photos.
it has a detailed parts section
that includes NSNs and part
numbers not found in the TM.
Remember, you’ll need to submit
a DD Form 1348-6 to order
parts that have no NSN.
it can be used as guidance
to generate a Maintenance
Engineering Call (MEC), which
allows the Aviation Engineering
Directorate (AED) to provide
approved documents that
authorizes requesting units
to perform maintenance not
found in the TMs. If there’s
a maintenance procedure you
believe can be performed at
unit level, but it’s not in the TM,
get with your LAR and use the
original equipment manual to
generate the new maintenance
instructions. AED must
approve the MEC before the
maintenance can be performed,
but approval is more likely with
manufacturer support.

always
cheCk YoUr

Tms for Hoist
inforMATioN, and
remember:
Revision D of
TD-01-006 is for
iNFormationAl
PurpoSEs oNly!

What’s Up with Cables?
There was some understandable
confusion in the previous revision
dealing with cable lubrication.
The revision seemed to indicate
the hoist cables had to be
completely free of lubrication
because it might interfere with
the tensioning system.
Yet new cables from supply
come pre-lubricated.
The actual intent was that no
additional lubrication be added
to the cables. The lube that is
already on the cables is OK.

SEP 17
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Care and Maintenance
My day is dOne.
Time to Shut You
Down.

nOt So Fast,
BudDy. yOu nEed to
cover mE uP First!

Clean the
cover with
mild soap and
water. Hose it
off with water
and allow
it to air-dry
completely.

eeyuU!
what’s
that
sMell?!

Remove large snow
accumulation and
be careful not to
damage the cover.
Large puddles of
rainwater should be
removed as well.
However, small
amounts of puddling
from rain are
normal and will
evaporate in dry
weather.

Storing a
wet cover is
an invitation
to mildew
damage.

AGPU Cover Installation
Use a
cover to
protect
the AGPU
from
weather!

Follow these steps for cover installation:
Mechanics,
your
aircraft
depends on
the power
provided by
the aviation
ground
power unit
(AGPU).
So to
keep the
AGPU going
strong, the
headshed is
providing a
protective
cover to
shield it
from the
elements.
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Care and maintenance instructions haven’t
been added to TM 1-1730-229-13 yet, so
pay special attention to the following:

Warnings
• Always remove the cover before starting the
AGPU engine.
• Do not install the cover until after shutdown
and when the AGPU is cool to the touch. Heat
from the exhaust area could ignite or melt
the cover.
• Properly secure the AGPU cover at all times,
whether installed or not, to keep it from
becoming FOD on the flight line. When
removed from the AGPU, store the cover
inside the hangar or in a safe area. DO NOT
store it inside the AGPU. That blocks air flow,
causing heat damage to internal components.
• As an added precaution, use two people to
remove and install the cover.

1.

Inspect the AGPU’s exterior surface for sharp edges, bent sheet metal
and protruding screws and bolts and repair them. They can snag, tear or
wear against the cover.
2. Before installing the cover, make sure the AGPU is shut down and cool to
the touch, including the exhaust door top. All required PMCS should be
completed.
3. Orient the cover with each side facing in the proper direction and drape
it over the AGPU’s top. Pull the sides down evenly all around to prevent
binding. Secure all hook-and-pile fasteners and buckles. Secure the lower
straps to the four corner tie downs to keep the cover from blowing off
the AGPU.
NOTE: A step ladder may be needed, depending on the height of
the installers.
4. The area covering the AGPU’s master control panel and tow arm can be
opened by disconnecting the buckles and separating the hook-and-pile
fasteners for access. That allows you to move the AGPU using the selfdrive mode without removing the cover. The cover can also remain in
place for tow mode.

Print this article from the PS website and keep iT hanDy until
the maintenance instructions for the agpu cover gEt adDed to
tm 1-1 730-229-13.

PS 778
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CH-47F…

Get Some Aircraft Sun Shades
SWELTEring hEat is nO
LaugHinG maTter. Use the
AircRaFT sun sHADes to
Keep the ChinoOk cOol
inside during the suMmer.

Mechanics, on
a hot summer
day the sun
can heat up
the inside of
a Chinook like
irons in a fire!

you think I
lOok hot?
check Out the
Guys inside!

Keeping the internal
temperature of your
helicopter cool is
important, especially
if you’re working
inside it.

To keep those temps
down, use sun shades
to block the sun.
There are two sun
shades kits available.

NSN 1680-01-661-1895
•
•
•
•

brings you the cockpit shades for the:

left, center and right windshield
left and right eyebrow window
left and right chin bubble
upper and lower, left and right
jettison doors.

Both kits
come with
a case to
hold the
shades.

NSN 1680-01-661-1937
brings sun shades for all the cabin windows.
The Chinook
headshed is
adding these
NSNs to the
flyaway
equipment
section of
the parts
TM…

PS 778
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…so be
on the
look out
for these
updates!

SEP 17

this way
Everyone.

QUiCkLY!

Rest here for a
moment. Drink your
potions and allow
the healer to tend
to your wounds.

PS 778

I’ve never fought
off so many
were-chinchillas in
my— What is that
wretched smell?
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What? A guy in the tavern
asked for 10 were-chinchilla
tails. He offered me 5 copper
pieces if I brought them back.

You’ve all taken
side quests. Don’t
judge me.

CliCk!

There is a false stone
ahead on this path.

UhhGH… I’m
GetTin’…

Should one of us step
on it, the trap will
flood this tunnel…

UhF! I hate to
cut short our
respite, but we
must move on.

…tOo OLd
for ThiS!

We’ve sworn
to destroy the
were-chinchilla
necromancer,
Reethkregiti, to
lift the curse
he’s placed
on the town.
We have to
continue to
fight our way
to his lair.

Exactly…

By Bringleth’s beard… The
gauntlets of Rathgarish are
nigh indestructible!

Hold on. I sense a trap. I must
disarm it before we continue into
the tunnels.
Can yOu
disable it?

Can you
tell what
kind?

PS 778
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…with enough acid to
burn clean through
the gauntlets of
Rathgarish…
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oF course
I Can.

I’ve got
everything
I need
right here.

SEP 17
7/25/17 1:55 PM

This is

am azing!

tHis
is…
Wow!

I Can’t
believe…

even with All the moisture
in this tunnel, there’s not
a bit of corrosion.

says the
rogue.

You can tell
the bolts have
been recently
tightened, the
gears and rods
have been oiled.

These thingS dOn’t
just happen.
You really have
to keep up with
your PM to get
these results!

These
pulleys
look
brand
new.

what’s
WRong?

Can it be
DisAbled?

The mechanical
parts of this trap
are immaculate. The
level of preventive
maintenance on
this system is
astonishing…

it sounds like the
were-chinchillas
are starting to
regroup.

p
s qe ea ks qeea ak eep ee ep sq ue ek sq ue ak ee s qeak ee p squ ea k ee psquee ak gee

wait…

Can you disable
the trap? The werechinchillas are
getting close…

What?!

PS 778
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I’m glad you’re
enjoying yourself
but can you disable
the trap or not?

And just think…
The maintainer
comes all the way
down here, fights
through hordes of
were-chinchillas and
piranhapirebats…
That’s dedication!

SEP 17

…And they sound
angrier and more
numerous than
before!

This trAp is so wellmaintained I almost
regret having to take it
apart to get past it.

Ranger,
are you sure
there isn’t
another way
past this
tunnel?

7/25/17 1:55 PM

gi bb er EeP sq ue ab eep gib ge ep gip s qu eak gibber SqUeak
he-He can’t be
serious…

b e gb
gi bb er sq ue ek EeP dginbgb! er sq ue ep sQuEaK gi b r i b
alL righT,
AlL right.
Calm DOwN.

it’s
disarmeD!

there.

gb e
ge ep gi bb er sqUeaK SQUeap gi bb er sh be ek eEp i b r
Quickly
everyone!
This way!

someone Hand
me a piece of
parchment and
a quill.

I need to at least leave
the maintainer a message
to let him know how
impressive his work is.

qu ee p sq ueeek ee p eep gi bb er sq ue ek sq ueap geep

gi bb er sq ue ep gi bb er sq ue akgi bb er ee pb eep gi bb er
sq ue ek gi b ge ep gi bb er sq ue ak b er
e
well…

DiSARM THE TRAP BEFORE
WE ARE OVERUN BY
WERE-CHiNCHiLLAS!!

gi b gi bb r
gi bber
ee p
…well
maintained
trap…

PS 778
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…That
was the
most…
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…I’ve ever
disarmed.

Most troops won’t
stop to admire your
preventive maintenance
efforts.
it may not be
pretty, but
proper PM
is always
important.

PS 778

perform your PM
the right way and
you’ll get impressive
results, less
downtime for the
equipment and more
money saved…

x
34

C’mon Half-Mast.
at least Try to
keep up!

…And
that’s no
fantasy!

SEP 17

• Getting the Right

Drain Cock!

• Think Clean and

also
featuring

Fresh!
• A Cheaper Way to
Protect Gages
• Remember 4-3-2-1
to Keep CROWS
Flying!

TOOls
and Small
arms

• CBRN Advice from COMET
• Want to Keep Breathing?

Change Canisters!

• Step Up to Spray Bar for

Easier M12A1 Deconning

PS 778
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HIMARS…

Repairmen should follow the procedures in IETM 9-1055-1646-13&P for
removing the old air bleed valve and installing the elbow pipe fitting.
Then HIMARS crews need to make sure to bleed the air system daily, including
the launcher hydraulic system bleed valve at the rear of the three vehicle air tanks.
Otherwise, air pressure builds up in the reservoir and causes incorrect fluid readings.
The pressure can eventually damage the reservoir.
But it’s important to first bleed the air system before the hydraulic system. That
reduces the force of the hydraulic fluid. Bleed the hydraulic fluid into a container so
you can safely dispose of it.

Getting the Right
Drain Cock!
You’re sOPping weT!
I bet You just
drained the hydraUlic
Relief Valve!

Patriot Missile System…

Think Clean
and Fresh!

I’m at my
best when
I’m clean
and fresh!

Pages 40-41 of PS 718 (Sep 12) pointed out the problem of draining the HIMARS’
hydraulic relief valve. The drain cock points straight out, so when you open it,
hydraulic fluid sprays on you. That’s quite a mess. It’s also a bad idea to get hydraulic
fluid on your clothing or skin.
PS recommended installing a 90-degree elbow pipe fitting that points the flow
down. That way any fluid goes right into a container.

Add pipe
fitting…
Unfortunately,
the NSN we gave
for the elbow
pipe fitting now
brings a straight
adapter, as

AMCOM LAR

Ted Reynolds
pointed out.
So use NSN 473000-842-3162 to
order the elbow
pipe fitting.
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…so
drain
cock
points
down

The interiors of
Patriot major
end items like the
AN/MPQ-65 radar set
and the AN/MSQ-132
engagement control
station (ECS)
need to be kept

When it comes to
your Patriot missile
system, think

clean and fresh.
Because the Patriot
has so many electronic
components, it needs
lots of fresh air
to keep them from
overheating and
shutting down.

PS 778

as clean as
possible
so dirt and sand
aren’t sucked into
electronics!
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Repairmen should follow the procedures in IETM 9-1055-1646-13&P for
removing the old air bleed valve and installing the elbow pipe fitting.
Then HIMARS crews need to make sure to bleed the air system daily, including
the launcher hydraulic system bleed valve at the rear of the three vehicle air tanks.
Otherwise, air pressure builds up in the reservoir and causes incorrect fluid readings.
The pressure can eventually damage the reservoir.
But it’s important to first bleed the air system before the hydraulic system. That
reduces the force of the hydraulic fluid. Bleed the hydraulic fluid into a container so
you can safely dispose of it.
Patriot Missile System…

Think Clean
and Fresh!

I’m at my
best when
I’m clean
and fresh!

Clean filters are
a must for the

AN/MPQ-65 and ECS.

Blow filters out at least daily
when operating

The Patriot often
operates in sandy
areas. Blowing sand
means the filters need
to be blown out at
least daily.
A wise investment is
to buy two sets of
filters. That way you
can rotate filters,
which gives you time to
thoroughly wash and
dry one set without
stopping operations.

Don’t forget the radar’s CLET
(cooler, liquid electron tube)
now has five filters and they all
need to be kept clean. Any time
the CLET resistivity is low, those
filters need to be checked.

Thanks for
keEping mY filter
cleAn! y’know, my
Air ducts Could
reaLlY use a
cLeaning ToO. And
while you’re at it,
hOw ‘bout bLowinG
out mY circuit
caRD draWers
and VACuUming
insiDE?

Of course, it won’t matter how
clean the filters are if the radar
air ducts themselves plug up.
Quarterly, clean the transmitter
bay air ducts like it says in
TM 9-1430-1601-10-1.
The Patriot has racks and racks
of circuit cards. if those cards
get dirty, you get faults. At least
quarterly, blow out the circuit
card racks with low-pressure air.
Keep the

ECS and radar
The interiors of
Patriot major
end items like the
AN/MPQ-65 radar set
and the AN/MSQ-132
engagement control
station (ECS)
need to be kept

When it comes to
your Patriot missile
system, think

clean and fresh.
Because the Patriot
has so many electronic
components, it needs
lots of fresh air
to keep them from
overheating and
shutting down.

PS 778

as clean as
possible
so dirt and sand
aren’t sucked into
electronics!
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doors shut
as much as
possible so
sand and dirt
can’t get in.
Vacuum inside
whenever the
floor gets
dirty. And wipe
off the circuit
card racks.

Before you power
up, make sure
all 10 radar vent
doors are open.
if you forget
even one door,
components can
quickly overheat.

Any loose
dirt will
be sucked
up into the
electronics.

PS 778
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A cheaper Way to Protect Gages
here’s another
GoOd WaY fOr
repaiRMen to
ProTect theiR
Gages!

Dear Editor,
Page 44 of PS 771 (Feb
17) had a great storage case
suggestion from CW3 Don
Gilmore for protecting all the
expensive gages repairmen use.
We have a cheaper suggestion:
the M249 machine gun’s
accessory case, NSN 1005-01158-2226. It costs only $61.
We used an exacto knife to
cut out places to put the various
gages. Then we cut a piece of
plywood to separate one side
from the other, which keeps the
gages from falling out.
The case does a good job
protecting the gages and is easy
to move from unit to unit.
		
		

PS 778

now that’s a good
way to save money!
Units will need to
decide what is the best
case for them based
on how large their
gage set is.

CW3 Gilmore’s was
quite extensive and
would not fit in the
M249 accessory case.
But the M249 case
would work great
for something like
small arms gages. For
larger sets, a case
with several layers of
foam inserts will be
needed.
The internet offers
many possibilities!

SGT Robert Mitchell
ALARNG
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M153 CROWS II…

Please
remember
Mr. Larky’s
4-3-2-1 rules…
…and
you’ll
save me
SO MUCH
TROuBle!

Dear Editor,
From my years working with the M153 CROWS II as both an instructor and as
a logistics assistance representative, I offer these tips
All four
to keep your CROWS flying:

Remember 4-3-2-1. This rule will save CROWS
from so much damage. Before operating CROWS,
remember:

4

4 covers. The environmental, laser range
finder (LRF), visible imaging module (VIM)
and thermal imaging module (TIM) covers
must all be removed.

3

3 locks. The azimuth and elevation locks
must be unlocked and the SSA clamp
must be removed. Before you shoot:

• Disengage the

azimuth (AZ) lock

• Put the ELEVATION

(EL) transport lock in
OPERATION

covers must
be removed

Cover

NSN

Environmental
LRF
VIM
TIM

5340-25-160-3971
6650-25-160-3989
6760-25-150-9879
5855-01-584-6138

Be careful when you remove the environmental cover. The cover’s draw
string can catch the pin on the azimuth release mechanism and pull it out. You
won’t realize something’s wrong until you hit the road and the CROWS’ arm
kicks out and the system shuts down.
Operate CROWS at least monthly. That
keeps its moving parts moving and operators
sharp on how operate it.

• Remove

the SSA
clamp
assembly
and stow
it in the
support
equipment
bag

2

2 mechanisms. The elevation and azimuth release mechanisms must
be engaged with the pins installed. Some Soldiers mistakenly think the
pins should be removed.

1

1 weapon. Only one weapon can be installed correctly on CROWS at
a time. If you’re switching from an M249 to an M2 for instance, you
must remove all the M249 items and install all the nine items needed
for the M2.
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Use the covers and carefully store them when not in use. Most of the
time you won’t be firing with CROWS and that’s when all four covers need to
be on. If the CROWS is left uncovered for long periods, water can rust the
hydraulic cylinder. Rust can freeze the cocking mechanism and the SSA, too.
Remove the lens covers only if you’re going to fire. Very expensive lenses
can quickly suffer heavy damage from flying rocks during travel.
When you remove the TIM cover,
don’t screw it onto the side of
Store TIM
CROWS like the TM says. Vibration
cover in tool
can cause the cap to work loose
and fall off. Instead, store the
bag, not
TIM cover in the CROWS tool bag.
on side of
If covers disappear, replace
CROWS
them ASAP with these NSNs:

Great, great advice,
Loren! Thanks so much
for sharing.

OK, I’m Here foR Your
monthly WORKout.
We’lL beGin with a FEW
simple stretches.

I’m SO
glad yOu
rememBERed!

Loren Larkey
Ft Polk, LA

PS 778
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the folks at
COMET have
noticed some
recurring
maintenance
concerns with
the M50 Mask,
the M20 SCPE
and the M26
DecOn. They’ve
provided GoOd
advice here!

Dear Editor,
Through our work on the Command Maintenance Evaluation and Training Team
(COMET), we have noticed a couple of chronic CBRN problems:

M50 Mask

Soldiers are using screwdrivers or similar tools to remove the outlet
valve cover from their M50 masks. This ruins the mask.
What’s the right way? WP 0025 00-2 in the
M50 mask’s TM 3-4240-542-13&P says to first
remove the drink coupler from below the front
module assembly, unwrap the external drink tube
from around the front module, and turn
the drink tube lever upward halfway so
that it clears the outlet valve cover.
Place your thumb at the bottom of
the cover below the communications
port cover and between the cover and
the front module main body. Gently
lift the outlet valve cover away from
the front module main body.
If you have trouble, get help!
Outlet valve cover
Don’t let equipment
sit forgotten. Most
posts have the M20 or
M20A1 simplified collective
protection equipment
(SCPE). Too often, no
one ever checks it out…
until it actually needs to
be used. Then it’s too
late to get things like
damaged cords or air
ducts repaired. Both the
M20 and M20A1 have
semiannual PMCS that
at the least needs to be
done. For the M20, see
Page 4-3 in TM 3-4240288-12&P (May 93). For
the M20A1, see Page 2-3
in TM 3-4240-313-20&P
(Jan 11).
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M26 Decon
The same goes for the M26
decon. If it sits for months, count
on starting and corrosion problems
among other things. WP 0008 in TM
3-4230-238-23&P (Nov 09) lists
several quarterly PMCS checks, but
units also need to start up their
M26s every month and let them run.
It’s not that much trouble and it will
mean much less trouble for M26s.
			
			

yOu’Ve sat tOo
long! I’m going
to crank you UP
and give YoU a
GoOd run.

David Whitmire
JBLM, WA

Editor’s note: Thanks again for
sharing your experience, David. The
COMET program has provided so
much good info to PS over the years.
M40-series, M50-series Masks…

lOoks like we’re Under
a CHemicaL AtTack. am I
GlaD I got You!

M20 SCPE
I sure
am Glad
we’ve been
keeping up
on your
PMCS!
We’d be
outta
luck right
now if we
hadn’t!

gREat! I
thought you’d
foRGOtTen
aLl abouT ME!

My canister Hasn’T Been
chANGED in TWO YEARS. I
don’t think I’m gonna be
doing much proteCTing!

that’s
right!
PMCS is
the only
way to
ensure
I’m ready
when you
neEd me!

PS 778
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M26 Decon
The same goes for the M26
decon. If it sits for months, count
on starting and corrosion problems
among other things. WP 0008 in TM
3-4230-238-23&P (Nov 09) lists
several quarterly PMCS checks, but
units also need to start up their
M26s every month and let them run.
It’s not that much trouble and it will
mean much less trouble for M26s.

yOu’Ve sat tOo
long! I’m going
to crank you UP
and give YoU a
GoOd run.

gREat! I
thought you’d
foRGOtTen
aLl abouT ME!

Dear Editor,
We inspect the CBRN rooms at Ft Carson as part of our work on the
Command Evaluation and Training Team (COMET). We find too many M40
masks with canisters that have passed their expiration dates. Of course,
that means in a chemical attack the mask may not provide any protection.
Please remind CBRN specialists how often they should change the
canisters on M40 and M50 masks.
COMET
Ft Carson, CO
Canisters are definitely
something CBRN specialists
need to track. Here are
the standards…

David Whitmire
JBLM, WA

•

Unopened canisters have a 5-year
renewable shelf life. You can check if
a canister is still good at JACKS:

https://jacks.jpeocbd.army.mil/
You’ll need your CAC card to log in.
Follow these rules once a canister has
been removed from its packaging.

Editor’s note: Thanks again for
sharing your experience, David. The
COMET program has provided so
much good info to PS over the years.

•

if you’re operating where there have been
no chemical attacks and no blood agent
CK (cyanogen chloride) threat, change the
canister annually.

•

in an area with no confirmed chemical
attacks but a CK threat in a climate that’s
cold and humid or warm and moderately
humid, change the canister annually.
– Change it every
– Change it every
39 weeks when
10 weeks when it’s
it’s hot and dry.
hot and humid.

•

For units that have experienced chemical
attacks, change the canister every 30 days.

M40-series, M50-series Masks…

Whenever a Soldier has trouble
drawing breath through the canister,
it should be changed.

lOoks like we’re Under
a CHemicaL AtTack. am I
GlaD I got You!
My canister Hasn’T Been
chANGED in TWO YEARS. I
don’t think I’m gonna be
doing much proteCTing!

Remember the

M61 canister
for the M50/M51
has a time patch.
When the patch
begins to turn
blue, humidity
has degraded
the canister and
it should be
replaced.

For more information, see ATP 3-11.32, Multi-Service Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures for CBRN Passive Defense (May 16). Click the Search tab at:

http://armypubs.army.mil

PS 778
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sure
Makes
Our Job
Easier!

This
spray
Bar is
gREat!

decon units can now decon for some missions without
leaving the vehicle thanks to the terrain decon spray bar (TDSB).
The TDSB mounts
on the front of
the M12A1’s prime
mover and sprays
in front of and to
the sides of the
truck. The TDSB
comes with
NSN 1040-01-612-3517
and is free issue.

Units should order one
TDSB for each truck
used for the M12A1.
When requisitioning the

TDSB, provide your unit’s
physical address, along
with a POC and phone
number.

Contact these M12A1 item managers:

Jenalyn Pollock, (586) 282-1676, DSN 786-1676, email:
jenalynregina.b.pollock.civ@mail.mil or
Christopher Piwonski, (586) 282-1675, DSN 786-1675,
email: christopher.j.piwonski.civ@mail.mil

For TDSB training and installation instructions, go to
https://pki.jacks.jpeocbd.army.mil/Jacks/Controls/
WebCmsControls/FileHandler.ashx?documentid=
fbde8938-78d7-4374-980d-d6e463cb91a2
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• Be Cool with

AN/PSQ-20 Hot Shoe

• Shutting Down? Turn

Off Generator Last!

PS 778
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OWwW! yOu
foRGot to Push mY
relEase BUTton!

Be Cool
with

AN/PSQ-20
Hot Shoe
There
goes MY
hot ShOe!

Dear Editor,
During an inspection of our unit’s AN/PSQ-20-series enhanced night vision
goggles (ENVG), we discovered that many had damaged hot shoes (battery
connectors). If the damage is severe enough, the whole front housing has to
be replaced at a cost of almost $2K!
But Soldiers can prevent that expensive
damage just by remembering the
importance of the release buttons:

• When the AN/PSQ-20 is mounted,

remember to press the release
button before pivoting the eyepiece
away from the helmet mount.

Button

• When removing the battery pack,

remember to press the release
button while pivoting the battery
pack away from the imaging system
to remove the hotshoe connector
from the receptacle.

Before checking out AN/PSQ-20s, units
need to do refresher training on this. If
the training saves one $2K repair, it will be
well worth it.
PFC Daniel Carmona
Schofield Barracks, HI

Button

Editor’s note: A hot tip to save hot
shoes! Good job, Private. This applies
to all versions of the AN/PSQ-20.

PS 778
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Wait a Minute!
YoU neEd to Shut
eVerythiNG conNECted
to us DOWn before
yOu shut us OFf.

We’re the
power guYs,
rememBER?

Dear Editor,
After a long, hard day, Soldiers are often in a
rush to shut down and get home. But one mistake
Soldiers need to avoid is shutting down a generator
that’s powering other equipment before shutting
down the equipment itself.
If something like the Patriot missile system’s
radar suddenly loses power, the radar’s software,
hard drives, and circuit and video cards could all be
damaged. And you could lose any programming work
you’ve done.
Even if the system escapes major damage, it could
take hours and hours to get it up and running.
So always make sure you know what equipment
is hooked up to a generator and make sure that
equipment is properly shut down before you shut
down the generator.

Excellent tip!
Shut down right
or you’ll be
shut down!

CPT David Anderson
SSG Patrick Rayburn
Ft Carson, CO
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• No PDISE Needed!
• New MTRCS Door

Parts Available

• Keep Ventilation

Hoods Clean

• Water Pump NSN

Found

PS 778
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Containerized Batch Laundry…

Hmmm. I’m
betting you’ve
got a PDISE
hooked up
between the
laundry and
the generator,
right?

I don’t get
it, Master
Sergeant.
We’re getting
all kinds of
malfunctions
and power
issues.

• The electrician may have to remove a
portion of the external black insulator
sleeve on one of the 100A pigtails to
make the generator connection. However,
each individual conductor (LO, L1, L2 and
L3) will keep its insulation.
• Only MOS 12R (interior electrician),
12P (prime power production specialist),
91D (tactical power generation specialist),
91J (quartermaster and chemical equipment
repairer) or a qualified civilian electrician
should connect the CBL to the generator.

Now that I’ve
found the
right NSNs in
PS, I’ll get
right on it!

I thought you were
going to fix my rear
door and cam-lock
assemBly!

When it comes to powering your containerized batch laundry (CBL), NSNs 3510-

01-527-2209 and -2210 (LIN C28019), less is more, operators.
Some units have been connecting the CBL to a Power Distribution Illumination
System, Electrical (PDISE) and then hooking the PDISE to the 100-kW generator.
The CBL isn’t designed for use with the PDISE and such a hookup will lead to
system level power issues, malfunctions and may even damage your equipment.
So when powering your CBL, skip the PDISE. A direct
Ground
connection between the CBL and 100-kW generator is the
generator
way to go.
and CBL
While you’re at it, here are a few more important tips:
properly
• Make sure the generator and CBL are properly grounded at
the power entry points. You’ll find the procedures starting on
WP 0007 00-12 of TM 10-3510-226-10 (Aug 05 w/Ch 2, Feb 08).
• Ensure all phase
indicators are properly
illuminated before
powering up the
system. See WP 0007
00-16 through 00-18 of
the -10 TM for details.

PS 778
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Having problems finding door parts for
your multi-temperature refrigerated
container system (MTRCS)?
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Make a note of these

NSNs until TM 10-8145-222-23P
is updated:

Item

NSN 4130-

PN

CAGE

Right door inner cam-lock assembly
Right door outer cam-lock assembly
Right door entry
(includes both inner and out cam-locks)

01‐661‐4698
01‐661‐4731

141‐211‐001
141‐211‐002

6SD02
6SD02

Price
$763
$763

01‐661‐4744

141‐201‐001

6SD02

$3,000

7/24/17 12:51 PM

Kitchen Equipment…

KEEP VENTILATION HOODS CLEAN
Back for
seconds,
Sergeant?

Here’s

a

uiz
Pop Qfood

Yep, this is some of the
best-tastin’ grub I’ve had.
New recipe?

When was the
last PMCS on your
kitchen ventilation
hoods?

Nope, old
fact: clean
vents equal
better food.

if you’re not sure, that’s a
red flag because normal cooking
operations produce an alarming
amount of grease.

e
for th folks:
e
servic
When ventilation hoods or exhausts aren’t working right, you’ll
notice because grease and steam aren’t removed from the kitchen.

Neglecting
PM allows

grease

hey,
man!

‘sup?

and

dust
to take
hold!

This devilish duo builds up
on surfaces like:
• countertops
• flatware
• plates, pots and pans
• other food service equipment
• walls and ceilings.
That’s a nightmare for the
poor guy who finally does
that overdue cleaning.
But it’s also a serious
sanitation and safety issue.
Grease and dust buildup on
power outlets can cause
electrical fires.

Do daily safety and readiness inspections of
kitchen facility equipment. While great-tasting
grub is always nice, safety and sanitation take
priority! That means making sure old grease is
removed and hood filters are clean.

if needed, hood filters
should be professionally
cleaned by approved
contractors.

Reduce risk by keeping up regularly scheduled PMCS. Your local
Department of Public Works (DPW) technicians can also assist with scheduled
maintenance and cleaning as covered in Chapter 4 in TB MED 530,
Tri-Service Food Code (Apr 14). Get the pub here:

http://www.apd.army.mil/epubs/DR_pubs/DR_a/pdf/web/tbmed530.pdf

778 52-53.indd All Pages

He re
ar e so m e
to
po in te rs
he n
ke ep ki tc n
io
at
il
ve nt
ho od PM CS
on track:

• Remember to check
for visible damage to
interior hoods.
• Immediately report
any exhaust hood
that’s not working to
your DPW and local
fire department.
• Cleaning tips:
–– Include daily, weekly
and monthly user
cleaning instructions
in the dining facility
SOP.
–– Follow all
manufacturer
guidelines.

• Make sure kitchen ventilation hoods are properly
cleaned and regularly checked by a certified technician.

• Ensure the exhaust system is inspected and working
properly before use.

Containerized Kitchen…

Dear Half-Mast,
I have an issue with a water pump
that’s not working in my containerized
kitchen, NSN 7360-01-473-3408. Item 5
in Fig 19 of TM 10-7360-226-13&P (Aug
01, w/Ch 4, Mar 07) shows PN 2088492-444 for the water pump. But it
doesn’t cross to an NSN on FED LOG.
My only option now is to order the
whole sink assembly at more than
$3,300! Is there an NSN out there for
just the water pump?
						
WO1 R.J.D.
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Thanks to the
good folks
at the Natick
Soldier Systems
Center, there is
now, sir. Order
the water pump
with NSN 432001-486-3601.
At $176, that’s
a considerable
savings. Make
a note until
the TM can be
updated.

SEP 17
8/4/17 9:32 AM
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• Which Software

Versions on Which
Machines?
• Can We Ship It?
• Upgrade MSD OS
• Taking A Dip?

SEP 17

MSD…

wAiT! Are YoU sure those
versions are compatible with
my HardWare?

Ok, BudDy! Time to
UpgraDe YouR viewer
and inSTall ADm.

Questions about which versions of the Electronic Maintenance System–Next
Generation (EMS-NG) viewer and Autonomous Diagnostic Manager (ADM) work
with which system?
Here are a
few supported
combinations…

• Install Viewer V2.1.11 (and newer) on the
MSD-V2 (32-bit Windows 7 AGM) and
the MSD-V3 (64-bit Windows 7 AGM).
This version also works on standard Army
workstations (64-bit Windows 7 AGM).
• Use ADM V3.10.6 (and newer) on the
MSD-V2 (32-bit Windows 7 AGM) and the
MSD-V3 (64-bit Windows 7 AGM). The
ADM must be used in conjunction with
the Viewer and cannot function alone.
• Viewer V2.1.11X (and newer) is for
vehicle platforms running Red Hat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 6.4 (64-bit).
• Viewer V2.1.9.1 is the last version that
can be installed on MSDs or computers
running Windows XP.

if you have any questions about MSD software
compatibility, email the EMS Help Desk at:

PS 778
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support@ems-helpdesk.com
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Can We
Ship It?

Hey, Davis! Help me pack up
the last of this spray paint
and we can call it a day.

Roger that,
Sergeant
Brown.

On second
thought, Davis,
spray paint
is flammable.
There’s a chance
it might count
as HAZMAT.

whew!

Let’s leave it
unpacked until
I can email the
folks at PSCC.

MSD V2…

They can’t ship us
in the same crate as
that other stuff!

Upgrade MSD OS

Don’t they
know we’re
HAZMAT?

Windows XP was retired in
2015, so how do you make
sure your Maintenance
Support Device Version 2
(MSD V2) is Windows 7
compliant?

Updating the MSD V2 to
Windows 7 will do the
trick. And you can do that
with the Product Director
Test Measurement and
Diagnostic Equipment’s
(PD TMDE) Emergency
Recovery Disk (ERD).

There are
special
procedures
for shipping
hazardous
materials
(HAZMAT).

more things count as HAZMAT
than you might think! The Logistics
Support Activity’s Packaging,
Storage and Containerization
Center (LOGSA PSCC) can help
take the guess work out of what
counts as HAZMAT.

PSCC can also help you prepare
and segregate HAZMAT and once
it’s ready to ship, they will help
you complete your paperwork.
Email PSCC at:

usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil

PS 778
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The ERD contains the Windows 7
operating system and everything
needed to upgrade your MSD. Since
Windows 7 requires 2 gigabytes of
RAM, make sure your machine meets
that requirement first.

The ERD replaces the
Software Recovery Disk
(SRD). Make sure you either
shred or scratch the SRD
before you dispose of it.

Get the ERD here: https://pd-tmde.us.army.mil/MSD_Home/

7/24/17 11:14 PM

HAZMAT…

Ewwww…
What is that
smell?

taking a dip?
Sergeant Anderson,
I think we need to
get rid of these.

—problem?
Ugh, what is
that smell?

What
seems to
be the—

it’s these barrels,
Sergeant. And we
don’t know what to
do with them.

if that’s
what it
takes...

…to
stop this
stench.

The first thing we
need to do is get in
touch with the post
environmental services
office. They’ll know
what to do next.

No way! I’m pretty sure
this is hazardous waste.
we can’t just willy-nilly
duMp it wherever.

What do you
think they’ll tell
us to do with
this stuff?

yeah, it can hurt
the environment,
make somebody
sick or both.

They might tell us
to contact Defense
Logistics Agency
Disposition Services. They
have a disposal program
that meets Environmental
Protection Agency
rules on how to handle
hazardous waste.

Make sure you get rid of hazardous waste the right way! For more information
on the DLA Disposition Services’ hazardous waste disposal program go to:

http://www.dla.mil/DispositionServices/Offers/
Disposal/HazardousWaste/TurnInSvs.aspx
if I may make a suggestion…
Why don’t you just throw us
into that stream out back?

We’ll be out of
your way and you’ll
be out of ours!

Let’s walk down to my
office and get the ball
rolling. This stuff has
got to go.
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what do yoU
think haPpens
Next?
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I don’t know, but I
don’t think we’re going
swimming today.
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stay at the
top of the
cLass with
these briEFs!

M9 ACE Hydraulic Kit NSN

M915A5 Air Horn NSN

Get a hydraulic parts kit for your M9 armored
combat earthmover with NSN 2590-01-2168646. Need replacement parts? Check out
Figure 228 of TM 5-2350-262-24P (Jun 12) for
a complete list.

Get a new air horn for your M915A5 tractor
truck with NSN 6350-01-578-6222 (PN 2268626-000). It replaces PN H00293FD, which is
shown as Item 7 in Fig 258 of TM 9-2320-42613&P in IETM EM 0308 (Aug 14).

EMS Downloads On AKO
Turn in unserviceable apache
trailing arms

M104 Wolverine
DECU Check

You won’t get the parts you need unless you
turn in your unserviceable parts for repair.
Maintenance and overhaul programs won’t
work unless you turn in all of your trailing arm
assemblies, NSN 1620-01-147-4777, PN 1168320101. Send the item to
Plant 7015/RIC
Corpus Christi Army Depot
TX 78419

Performing a digital electronic control
unit (DECU) health check on the M104
Wolverine is shown as Item 16 in TM
5-5420-232-10 (Mar 01, w/Ch 7, Apr
09) as part of Before PMCS. However,
the DECU health check should now be
done monthly or after every 50 hours of
operation, whichever comes first. Make a
note until the TM is updated.

M1074A1/M1075A1 PLS
Emergency Steering Pressure Sensor NSN
Get a replacement emergency steering pressure sensor for the M1074A1/M1075A1 palletized
loading system (PLS) with NSN 5930-01-347-1468. This new, 2-prong sensor replaces the 3-prong
sensor, NSN 6695-01-565-5169, shown as Item 57 in Fig 515 of TM 9-2320-319-13&P in IETM EM
0298 (Mar 10).

JLLIS Training
Need to use the Joint Lessons Learned
Information System (JLLIS) but don’t know
how? The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
can help! DLA offers JLLIS training online.
To find out more, call the DLA Center for
Lessons Learned at (804) 279-3344.

M1094 FMTV Dump Truck
Drive Shaft
Get a new drive shaft assembly for your M1094
FMTV dump truck with NSN 2520-01-545-0421. It
replaces NSN 2520-01-472-4497, which is shown
as Item 1 in Fig 155 of TM 9-2320-366-24P-1 (Oct
05). That NSN is a terminal item.

Electronic Maintenance Software (EMS) downloads for your maintenance support device (MSD)
are now available on Army Knowledge Online (AKO):
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/folder/26121198
An AKO account and a Common Access Card (CAC) are required to log in.

FMTV C7 Engine
Fuel Hose
Get a new fuel hose for your A1/A1P2 FMTV
with NSN 4720-01-553-7158. This hose has
a straight connection on one end and a
90-degree connection on the other and is
backward compatible on all FMTV engines.
NSN 4720-01-469-9896, which is shown as Item
16 in Fig 1032 of TM 9-2320-391-13&P in IETM
EM 0195 (Aug 15), brings a hose with two
straight ends and can’t be connected to the
fuel transfer pump on C7 engines.

MEP-803A 10-kW
Generator In-line
Fuel Filter NSN
Get the in-line fuel filter for your MEP-803A
10-kW generator with NSN 2910-01-5536571 (PN 00-24000, CAGE 30554). This filter
has two threaded connections. It replaces
NSN 2940-01-365-6535, which is shown
as Item 21 in Fig 17 of TM 9-6115-642-24P
(Oct 96). That filter has one slip-on and one
threaded connection.

M1088A1P2 Brake Plunger Seal
Get a new
brake plunger
seal for your

M1088A1P2 FMTV
with NSN 533001-292-9573.

it replaces NSN 5330-01350-5385, which is shown as
Item 10 in Fig 1128 of
TM 9-2320-333-13&P in
IETM EM 0294 (Jun 15).
That NSN is a terminal item.

Dodge MSD V2 Database Vacuums
Ever get the dreaded “Failed to execute database vacuum” message on your Maintenance
Support Device Version 2 (MSD-V2)? Version 2.1.11 of the Electronic Maintenance System – Next
Generation (EMS-NG viewer) software fixes that glitch. Download it here:
https://www.tacom.army.mil/ems/products.html
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something out
of reach?
uh? hey! This
arrangement
reaLly isn’t
working!

tOo
late
noW!

Use a Ladder!

